The Thread Tweets Terms And Conditions for
the YouThreadPoems Twitter Competition
June 2017
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Duration

The competition is starts at 00:00 on 15 June 2017 and ends at 23:59 on Monday,
03 July 2017.
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Who Can Enter

To qualify as an entrant of this competition you must:
1. Be 18 years of age or older or get parental consent if younger then 18
years.
2. Reside in South Africa.
3. Have an active Twitter account.
4. Have Thread Tweets installed on an Android device.
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How To Enter
1. Write and post a poem in the form of a Twitter Thread (minimum of 3
chained tweets) to your personal Twitter account during the above Duration.
2. You may enter as many poems as possible.
3. All poems and threads must not infringe freedoms stipulated in the South
African Constitution. Especially the Freedom of expression:
(a) Everyone has the right to freedom of expression, which includes:
i. freedom of the press and other media;
ii. freedom to receive or impart information or ideas;
iii. freedom of artistic creativity; and
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iv. academic freedom and freedom of scientific research.
(b) The right in subsection (a) does not extend to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
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propaganda for war;
incitement of imminent violence; or
freedom of artistic creativity; and
advocacy of hatred that is based on race, ethnicity, gender or
religion, and that constitutes incitement to cause harm.

Prizes
1. Winning entrants will win exactly one of the following prizes:
(a) Best Written Poem Gets R500.
(b) Most Viral Poem Gets R300.
(c) Best User of the Platform Gets R200.
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General
1. You are not eligible to enter this competition if:
(a) Developers of the Thread Tweets application and
(b) You are a direct family are not allowed to enter.
2. By entering this competition you agree to be bound by these terms and
conditions.
3. We will need to process your personal information to validate your entry if
you are a Prize winner to make the Prize available to you. By entering this
Competition, you consent to us processing information for this purpose.
If you do not consent to us processing your personal information, please
do not enter this competition.
4. To signal to entrants that their submission has been received the @ThreadTweetApp Twitter account will like/retweet at least one Tweet in their
submission.
5. The Prize winner for the Best Written Poem will be selected by a panel
of judges who will evaluate all entrys.
6. The Prize winner for the Most Viral Poem will automatically giving to
the poem with the most retweets and likes around 10:00 on Monday 10
July 2017.
7. The Prize for the Best Use of the Platform will be selected by the Developers of the Thread Tweets App.
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8. The winners will be announced by the @ThreadTweetApp account on
Twitter around 12:00 on Monday 10 July 2017.
9. The prizes will be made available to winners within 14 business days of
them getting notified of winning.
10. New winners will be selected if the winner of a Prize is found to have
infringed any of the Term and Conditions of the Competition.
11. We will be entitled to publish the winners names and photo/selfies in
any promotional, print, advert, public relation material related to the
YouThreadPoems or any other related Thread Tweets events for a period
of 12 months from the date of announcing the winners. The winners will
be given the option to decline the publication of thier image.
12. We assume no liability whatsoever for any direct or indirect loss, harm or
damage arising from an entrants participation and/or any prize from the
competition.
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